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GeoFind plugin for DayliteGeoFind plugin for Daylite
GeneralGeneral
GeoFind is an additional Daylite add-on (plugin) of the company iOSXpert Ltd

GeoFind allows to show selected contacts or organizations on a map or perform a vicinity
search. The vicinity search lists all contacts with their distance to the selected person or
organization. The contacts will also displayed on a map.

FeaturesFeatures
The GeoFind plugin for Daylite features:

• Show selected contacts or organizations on a map
• Vicinity search - adjustable search radius
• Sorted list of found contacts incl. distance
• Ability to save that list in Daylite
• Display the map in map view, satellite view or hybrid view

System RequirementsSystem Requirements
OS X: OS X 10.7 or higher

Daylite: 4.0.5 or higher
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SetupSetup
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InstallationInstallation
1. To check the Daylite version you're using, select 'About Daylite'

2. To check your OS X version, select 'About this Mac'

3. Open 'GeoFind_for_Daylite4.dmg'.
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4. Perform a double-click on 'GeoFind.daylite-plugin'.

5. Confirm the following message with a click on 'Install'.

6. To finish the installation perform a click on 'Restart Daylite'.
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7. To use GeoFind, you have to do some more steps. See the following chapter.
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Purchasing and adding licensesPurchasing and adding licenses

In order to use the GeoFind plugin you need to have successfully purchased and added a
valid license. If you have not yet aquired a license for this plugin you can do the following:

1. Open your Dayilte application.

2. Choose 'Plugins' --> 'GeoFind' --> 'License'

3. Click on 'Purchase GeoFind'.

4. A new email will pop up in which you can state your purchase intentions.
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5. Enter your data and then click 'Add'.
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UsageUsage
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Add geographic coordinates to all DayliteAdd geographic coordinates to all Daylite
contacts and organizationscontacts and organizations

To display a contact's location, GeoFind needs geographic coordinates of this particular
person/organization. In order to retrieve these geographic coordinates, the contacts need a
valid street address in Daylite.

To make a complete update of all geographic coordinates:

(Depending on the size of your database and the bandwidth of your internet connection,(Depending on the size of your database and the bandwidth of your internet connection,
the process of retrieving the coordinates may take a while.)the process of retrieving the coordinates may take a while.)

1. Start Daylite

2. Select all contacts (Tip: To do this, select an item and then hold down <CMD> and press <A>)

3. Go to 'Plugins' -> 'GeoFind' ->'Add or update geo coordinates for the selected objects'
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4. Confirm the following message with a click on 'Start'

5. Your data will be updated. Depending on the size of your database and the bandwidth ofDepending on the size of your database and the bandwidth of
your internet connection, the process of retrieving the coordinates may take a while.your internet connection, the process of retrieving the coordinates may take a while.

(1)(1) - Remove this checkmark to also update addresses that already have been geocoded in the
past.

6. Finally, you get the following message, which you can confirm with a click on 'Close'. The
update process is complete.
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Add geographic coordinates to selected DayliteAdd geographic coordinates to selected Daylite
contacts and organizationscontacts and organizations

To update the geographic coordinates of selected contacts:

(Depending on the amount of selected contacts and the bandwidth of your internet(Depending on the amount of selected contacts and the bandwidth of your internet
connection, the process of retrieving the coordinates may take a while.)connection, the process of retrieving the coordinates may take a while.)

1. Start Daylite

2. Select the contact(s) you would like to geo tag. (Tip: To do this, hold down <CMD> and select
the contacts)

3. Go to 'Plugins' --> 'GeoFind' -->'Add or update geo coordinates for the selected objects'
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4. Confirm the following message with a click on 'Start'

5. Your data will be updated. (Depending on the amount of selected contacts and theDepending on the amount of selected contacts and the
bandwidth of your internet connection, the process of retrieving the coordinates may take abandwidth of your internet connection, the process of retrieving the coordinates may take a
while.)while.)

(1)(1) - Remove this checkmark to also update addresses that already have been geocoded in the
past.

6. Finally you get the following message, which you can confirm with a click on 'Close'. The
update process is complete.
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Perform a vicinity searchPerform a vicinity search

To make a vicinity search, do the following:

1. Start Daylite

2. Select a person or a company

3. Go to 'Plugins' -> 'GeoFind' -> 'Vicinity search'

(1)(1) 'Vicinity search filter'

(2)(2) List of contacts in the vicinity

(3)(3) Save list in Daylite

(4)(4) Details of the selected contact

(5)(5) Hide or unhide radius on the map

(6)(6) Center map on the origin of the vicinity search

(7)(7) Switch between map, satellite and hybrid view
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Vicinity search filterVicinity search filter
(1)(1) Filter by radius

(2)(2) Filter by persons and companies

(3)(3) Filter by Daylite category to display only certain groups

(4)(4) Filter by Daylite keywords to display only contacts with certain keywords
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Show contacts and organizations on a mapShow contacts and organizations on a map

To show persons and companies on a map, do the following:

1. Start Daylite

2. Select one or more contacts

3. Go to 'Plugins' --> 'GeoFind' --> 'Show selection in GeoFind'.

(1)(1) List of selected contacts

(2)(2) Save list in Daylite

(3)(3) Details of the selected contact

(4)(4) Center map on the origin

(5)(5) Switch between map, satellite and hybrid view
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SettingsSettings
Vicinity searchVicinity search
(1)(1) Individual list of distances

(2)(2) Use [+] to add a radius, use [-] to remove the selected radius

(3)(3) Choose between miles and kilometres

GeocodingGeocoding
This value determines the maximum number of request sent to the geocoding web service at
the same time. Higher values may result in a higher overall speed when geocoding a large
number of contacts.

Please be aware of the fact that high values comined with a low internet connection bandwidthPlease be aware of the fact that high values comined with a low internet connection bandwidth
may result in request timeouts. If you experience problems during geocoding you shouldmay result in request timeouts. If you experience problems during geocoding you should
consider to reduce this value.consider to reduce this value.
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Other informationOther information
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How to uninstall a pluginHow to uninstall a plugin

In order to uninstall a plugin, please do the following steps:

1. Open a Finder window

2. Click GoGo in the Finder menu, hold down the⌥⌥ [alt] key[alt] key and select LibraryLibrary
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3. Navigate to Application Support

4. Navigate to com.marketcircle.Daylite4com.marketcircle.Daylite4
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5. Navigate to PluginsPlugins

6. Delete the appropriate plugin
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7. Restart Daylite
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